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The most recent drought highlights the crucial 
role of our water system

 California’s economic, social, and environmental 
health all rely on a well-managed water system
 A key ingredient for success is adequate funding
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Lake Oroville, January 2014



Most water funding is raised by local agencies,
but some areas lack sustainable funding
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Source: Hanak et al. California’s Water: Paying for Water (PPIC 2016)

http://www.ppic.org/main/publication.asp?i=1133


Three constitutional reforms make it harder to 
pay for some local water services
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Prop. 13
1978

Prop. 218
1996

Prop. 26
2010

• Property taxes 
reduced

• Local special taxes 
require 2/3 voter 
approval

• State taxes require 
2/3 legislative 
approval*

* Ballot measures can still 
pass with 50% of state 
voters

• General taxes no longer 
available to special districts

• Local property-related 
fees/assessments:
o Property-owner protest 

hearings
o Strict cost-of-service 

requirements
o Floods and stormwater: 

new charges require 50% 
vote by property owners 
or 2/3 popular vote

• Stricter requirements on 
local non-property 
related fees and state 
regulatory fees

• Stricter cost-of-service 
requirements for 
wholesale agency fees



Urban water and wastewater utilities are in 
relatively good fiscal health

 Can usually raise rates to meet 
needs

 Investments have improved 
urban drought resilience

 But looming concerns:
– Fiscal vulnerability during 

drought
– Rising costs (treatment 

standards, infrastructure)
– Legal obstacles to 

conservation pricing, lifeline 
rates, non-traditional supplies
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Source: Hanak et al.  Paying for Water in California  (PPIC 2014) 
(Capital needs from USEPA surveys; spending from CA State 
Controller).
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Debilitating funding gaps in other areas: the 
“fiscal orphans”
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 Reasons for the gaps vary:
– Lack of sustainable funding source
– High costs relative to available rate base
– Unclear lines of responsibility
– Legal environment that is out of sync with modern water 

management objectives
 State bonds have partially filled the gaps, but in fits and 

starts



Gap estimates for fiscal orphans

Overall grade Annual gap
($ millions)

Safe drinking water 
(small rural systems) Failing $30–$160

Flood protection Failing $800–$1,000

Stormwater management Failing $500–$800

Aquatic ecosystem management* Failing $400–$700

Integrated management On the brink $200–$300

Total annual gap: $2–$3 billion ($12–$20/month per household)  
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* Does not explicitly account for most aspects of headwater forest management. 

Source: Hanak et al.  Paying for Water in California  (PPIC 2014) 

http://www.ppic.org/main/publication.asp?i=1086


Rural communities and low-income urban 
households face distinct issues

 Safe rural drinking water
– Progress being made, but not 

enough
– High costs and low ratepayer 

capacity  external funding 
source needed

– Some funds available for 
capital costs, but a dedicated 
funding stream is needed 

 Affordability in urban areas
– Costs rising
– Prop 218 (1996) restricts 

lifeline rates for public agencies
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Source: Hanak et al. Paying for Water in California (2014)

Small systems with contaminated wells 
and health violations 

http://www.ppic.org/main/publication.asp?i=1086


Stormwater management and capture has been 
most hindered by constitutional reforms
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 New and growing regulatory 
mandate to manage 
pollution, not just drainage

 Any new charge requires a 
vote – often at 2/3 
supermajority – and 
beneficiaries are usually 
downstream

 Water bills can only pick up 
part of the tab (for water 
supply benefits)

The Los Angeles River watershed 
is expected to reach “zero-trash”



California needs an effective aquatic 
ecosystem plan…and funds to implement it
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Source: Mount et al. California’s Water: Water for the Environment (PPIC 2016) using data compiled by Peter Moyle and 
colleagues at UC Davis

http://www.ppic.org/main/publication.asp?i=1139


Funding, political will needed to implement 
forest management plans
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Source: Mount et al. California’s Water: Protecting Headwaters 
(PPIC 2016) using data from CAL FIRE

http://www.ppic.org/main/publication.asp?i=1213


How much does improved headwater forest 
management cost?

 Cost estimates can be in the 
hundreds of millions annually, 
but…
– Depend on the treatment 

and the area
– Some management options 

have revenue streams to 
offset costs

– Federal policy will play a 
major role
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California must go beyond bonds to address 
fiscal orphans
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Gap area
Annual gap
($ millions)

One-time infusion 
from Prop 1 
($ millions)

Other long-term funding 
options

Safe drinking water in 
small rural systems

$30–$160
$260* • Statewide surcharges on water, 

chemical use

Flood protection $800–$1,000 $395

• Developer fees
• Property assessments
• Special state, local taxes 

Stormwater 
management

$500–$800 $200

• Developer fees
• Property assessments
• Special state, local taxes 
• Surcharges on water, chemical, or 

road use

Aquatic ecosystem 
management

$400–$700 $2,845**

• Special state, local taxes
• Surcharges on water use, 

hydropower production

Integrated management $200–$300 $510
• Special state, local taxes 
• Surcharges on water use

*These funds are available for communities of all sizes. Another $260 million is available for small community wastewater systems.
** This includes the $1.495 billion earmarked for ecosystem investments and $1.35 billion from water storage project matching funds set aside for 
ecosystem benefits. 

Source: Hanak et al. California’s Water: Paying for Water (PPIC 2016)

http://www.ppic.org/main/publication.asp?i=1133


Solutions must come from all sides
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 Local agencies can make a better case
– Communicate costs and needs to ratepayers
– Integrate to boost performance and funding options

 Legislature should think beyond bonds
– New fees, taxes (including regional?)
– Enabling legislation (e.g., stormwater)

 State and federal agencies can help reduce costs
 Constitutional reforms would also help, especially for 

voting rules on stormwater, floods, special taxes
 New funding sources, not just financing tools



Other states have interesting models for 
funding public benefit projects
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 Several states have water fees for safe drinking water 
and other purposes:
– Kansas: ~$19/af ($170M/yr in CA)
– Missouri, New Jersey: ~$3.25/af ($30M/yr in CA)

 Kansas also has a fee on fertilizers & pesticides
 Maryland has stormwater fees for watershed protection
 Minnesota has a sales tax increment for healthy 

watersheds
 Some agencies, regions in CA use water fees, property 

taxes to fund fiscal orphans



Our water funding challenges seem daunting, 
but this is a fixable problem
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 About $12 – $20 per 
household monthly can fill 
critical gaps

 We need strong leaders to 
make the case to the 
public



Notes on the use of these slides
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These slides were created to accompany a presentation. 
They do not include full documentation of sources, data 
samples, methods, and interpretations. To avoid 
misinterpretations, please contact:

Ellen Hanak (hanak@ppic.org; 415-291-4433)

Thank you for your interest in this work.
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